1. Why was the class so surprised to see Leslie Burke?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

2. What did Leslie do to make the 5th grade boys mad at her?
   a. ate lunch with them
   b. beat them in their races
   c. yelled at them
   d. stole their recess toys

3. In Chapter 4 the reader learns more about Leslie Burke. List 3 details about her life.
   • __________________________________________
   • __________________________________________
   • __________________________________________

4. Describe Terabithia. What did it mean to Leslie and Jesse?

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Explain how Leslie was changing Jesse’s life.

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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1. Why was the class so surprised to see Leslie Burke?

The class was surprised to see Leslie because she looked very different from them. On the first day of school all the students wore their best clothes and she showed up in faded cutoffs, a blue undershirt, and sneakers with no socks. This shocked the class.

2. What did Leslie do to make the 5th grade boys mad at her?

b. ate lunch with them

3. In Chapter 4 the reader learns more about Leslie Burke. List 3 details about her life.

Answers will vary.

4. Describe Terabithia. What did it mean to Leslie and Jesse?

Terabithia was a secret place just for Leslie and Jesse. They built it over the creek, in the woods. It was a secret, enchanted country, and they were the rulers of it. They built a castle there and within those walls everything seemed possible, and nothing could defeat them.

5. Explain how Leslie was changing Jesse's life.

Leslie was changing Jesse’s life in many ways. She was providing him with friendship, an escape from his mundane reality, exposing him to new ideas and a culture which he had never experienced. For the first time in Jesse’s life he had something to look forward to when he got up. She was more than a friend for Jesse, Leslie was his more exciting, other self.